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Question No : 1  

Which kinds of extremes do HP printers undergo during testing? (Select two.)  

 

A. temperature/humidity  

 

B. vibration  

 

C. under water  

 

D. dust and pollution  

 

E. loud noise  

 

F. dropped from 10 feet  

 

Answer: A,D  

 

 

Question No : 2  

Why is it important that HP listens to what the customer is saying?  

 

A. so HP can understand where the competition is stronger than them  

 

B. so HP can target their most expensive products at the right customer  

 

C. so HP can make their printers meet the customer’s needs  

 

D. so HP can be number one in marketing effectiveness surveys  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 3  

Your customer tells you that they had problems in the past with the keys on their Notebook wearing out. 

Which feature should you turn into a benefit for the customer'?  

 

A. HP DuraKeys  

 

B. spill resistant keyboard  
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C. HP 3D DriveGuard  

 

D. HP DuraFinish  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 4  

What is a security benefit of a secure hard disk with full hardware encryption?  

 

A. It allows customers up to 32MB of space on the printer  

 

B. It allows customers to control who can print, what can be printed, and when printing can occur  

 

C. It gives customers peace of mind that anything saved to the printer is fully secure.  

 

D. It gives customers the choice to save their documents to the cloud or the printer.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 5  

Which great security feature is included with the HP Universal Print Driver?  

 

A. instant connection to a printer without requiring access to a corporate network  

 

B. constant in-device monitoring for malicious attacks  

 

C. Secure Encrypted Print  

 

D. UPD loading only known good firmware'  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 6  

What year did HP invent Thermal InkJet technology?  

 

A. 1984  

 

B. 1961  

 

C. 1979  
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D. 2003  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 7  

What is the customer benefit behind HP Wireless Direct printing?  

 

A. Making a wireless encrypted connection directly to the printer does not require access to a corporate 

network.  

 

B. Store print jobs on your mobile device until the user is at the printer to ensure output can be collected 

immediately.  

 

C. Printing via an Ethernet cable connection avoids potential security risks associated with wireless 

networks.  

 

D. Connecting and printing via the cloud takes out the need for corporate networks.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 8  

Which trends are driving today's changing office?  

 

A. Technology for printing, computing, networking, and software needs is advancing more capacity them 

ever before.  

 

B. OfficeJet Carepacks, ZBook, and flow MFP are replacing previously used products.  

 

C. Your office is where you are, security, costecological aspects, collaboration, and autonamed pages 

based processes.  

 

D. More customers are moving to a cloud-only solution through their personal systems, printers, servers, 

storage and software.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 9  

What is the advantage to the customer of HP pigmented OfficeJet inks with enhanced durability?  

 

A. It reduces the risk of smearing and fading  
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B. it reduces the cost per page because cartridges last longer  

 

C. it towers the entry price  

 

D. It prevents leakage from cartridges  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 10 

How many years has HP been innovating and evolving InkJet printers?  

 

A. more than 35  

 

B. fewer than 20  

 

C. fewer than 30  

 

D. more than 45  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 11  

What is the latest technology used in HP high end InkJet office printers?  

 

A. HP PageWide technology  

 

B. dual-drop volume technology  

 

C. Express Station with six new pigment inks  

 

D. HP ThinkJet technology  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 12  

What could a customer use to limit color printing to specific groups of users or specific applications?  

 

A. 8" color touch screen  

 

B. HP Universal Print Driver  
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C. HP Web Jet admin  

 

D. HP Color Access Control  

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question No : 13 

A customer frequently needs to print while they are out of the office and have no access to their 

personal/work printer which HP solution should you recommend?  

 

A. ePrint Enterprise  

 

B. HP Private Print  

 

C. ePrint Mobile Print Location  

 

D. HP Wireless direct printing  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 14  

How does a 650-sheet paper tray help your customer?  

 

A. It means there is no need to buy additional paper tray  

 

B. Due to the bigger surface it is 3 lot easier for the user to put the paper into the tray  

 

C. It minimizes noise and reduces the risk of damaging the cartridge  

 

D. The customer can add a whole ream before the tray runs out of paper  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 15  

When Buyers Lab (BLI) tested HP Pagewide Technology, how many pages did they print without any 

jams orm is feeds?  

 

A. 100,000  

 

B. 500,000  
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